The other carnotite localities are indicated onthis map, which may also serve a s a gui de for further investigations in the southern part of the Slim B uttes a r ea.
Location and accessibility
The Slim Buttes area is located within the Custer National . the northeastward iipping Ludlow for:r;nation, resulting in the thinning of the formation in the mapped area and, locaUy, in its complete removal.
Lignite has been mined from the Lqdlow form~tion at several localities within the mapped area. The discovery was made in 1949 (Denson and others, 1950; Beroni and Bauer, 1952 ) that some of the beds contain uranium. No uranillm min~rals a;re apparent in the lignite, however~ and the uranium is thought to be retained as a metalo=organic constituent (Breger and De ul, 1952 ) .
The l,lranium in the lignites is considered to be of secondary origin having been derived from volcanic material in the overlying rocks of the collected from the landslide block about 300 feet south of the mineralized outcrop cohtain.s . 0. 086 percent uranium. The mineralized sandst_one in this landslide block is similar to that exposed in the outcrop.
Carnotite has been noted at two other localities in, the squthern p•rt of the Slim Buttes. and abnormal radioactivity_ readings . have been obtaineci at the White River=Arikaree contact at numerous, localities ,throughout the The mechanism for the localization of carnotite in the Cedar Canyon area is not clearly evident but it seems likely that slight surface irregulari t i es on the pre =Arikaree surface, and, therefore~ on the base of the The concentration of uranium n1inerals on fractures and the exposed face of the sandstone is suggestive of a "caliche" type of deposit. Until a few ·shallow (less than 6 0 feet) drill holes are put down . behind the outcrop the areal extent of the mineralized rocks will be impossible to determine.
Accepting _ the assumption that the uranium content of the rocks does not decrease behind the outcrop~ the reserve estimates given herein are based on the thickness and lateral extent of mineralized rock exposed along the outcropo_ The third dimension~ possible area of mineralization, was obtained by constructing a segn1ent of a circle with the length of the miner-/ alized outcrop as the diameter. The area of potentially mineralized rock behind the outcrop obtained by this method is 2, 000 square feet.. This area is estimated to be underlain by mineralized sandstone and clay having an aggregate thickness of 4 feet and a uranium content of 0. 04 percent.
Based on these assumptions this area would contain an inferred reserve of I , about 400 tons of mineralized rock containing about 320 pounds of uranium.
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The area directly behind sample localities 2~5 is thought to contain most of the uranium, and by using the above method to determine area it is postulated that 900 square feet is underlain by sandstone and clay having an aggregate thickness of 2 feet and a uranium content of 0. 15 percent.
These assumptions suggest that an inferred reserve of about 90 tons of rock containing 270 pounds of uranium are present.
These estimates are based on a factor · of 20 cubic feet of sandstone per ton.
